
END THE ABUSE, FREE MOHAMMAD ZEKI MAHJOUB

We, the undersigned, are writing to express our profound support for justice for Mr. Mohammad Zeki Mahjoub 
who has been held on a Security Certificate since June 2000.

We demand that Security Certificate proceedings against him end immediately so that he is free from conditions 
and the threat of deportation. 

We believe that Mr. Mahjoub's right to a fair trial has been repeatedly compromised and continued legal 
proceedings against him place the very ideas of justice into greater disrepute. 

The most recent instance is the seizure of Mr. Mahjoub's confidential court preparation documents. In July 
2011, government officials entered Mr. Mahjoub's lawyers' room at the Federal Court. The room was full of boxes 
of confidential documents belonging to Mr. Mahjoub and his lawyers. The government officials removed the 
boxes, viewed the materials and then mixed them up (commingled) with their own government documents.  

Earlier, CSIS officials admitted in court that, from about 1996 to 2006, CSIS and Canada Border Services 
Agency (CBSA) listened to, recorded, analysed and used Mr. Mahjoub's conversations with his lawyers (as well 
as his family members and friends) against him. In December 2010, the court found that, despite an order to 
cease doing so, CSIS had continued the practice of listening to his conversations with his lawyers for two more 
years. 

These actions by government officials have undercut solicitor - client privilege, which is one of the bases of any 
just legal proceedings. 

As if an 11 year process which uses secret evidence obtained under torture, where there are no charges, where 
the Federal Court has ruled the presumption of innocence does not apply, and where Mr. Mahjoub has already 
spent nearly 8 years in prison and four under house arrest were not enough, government officials have 
repeatedly gained access to the one avenue he has to prove his innocence - his legal counsel. 

Such a measure is unjust, illegal and shows lack of good faith on part of the government. As a result, we are 
adding our voices to a growing chorus opposing security certificates and demanding that Mr. Mahjoub be 
granted reprieve from an 11 year nightmare that has gone on too long.  


